Introduction
It is well~known that the spacings of the first few ground-band levels of doubly-even deformed nuclei are to a first approximation in agreement 1 with the rigid~rotor expression), E(I) -AI(I + 1) ,
but in detail. diverge from this simple formula to a greater or lesser degree, requiring an infinite series expansion in I(I + 1)
E(I) = AI(I + 1) + BI 2 (I + 1) 2 + CI 3 (I + 1) 3 + .
•.
There seem to be a number of causes for this behavior, the most prominent being
Coriolis anti-pairing, centrifUgal stretching, and fourth-order cranking model ( I020 I I ... 2o -> 2 < 2o2o I oo >
2
For centrifugal stretching we can relate the deviations in the transition probabilities to those in the energy-level spacings. But for the other two (3) .. 
Results
Some typical spectra observed at several target-plunger distances are shown in fig. 2 . For each spectrum taken, the small number of accidental coincidence events have been subtracted, and then a background curve (thirdorder polynomial) was determined and subtracted. The remaining areas under tpe shifted and unshifted peaks have been integrated, and corrected for the small changes in solid angle at the Ge counter due to the change in position of the lead plunger.
Two further,, partially compensatif,lg, corrections were made. One was for the variation in the Ge counter efficiency between the shifted and unshifted peaks ( -2.3, to +4. 7%) . The other was a correction of the shifted transition intensity due to the motion of the recoiling nucleus. To first order this correction at 0° is 2 9)
where Aj and ~ are the usual angular correlation coefficients 30 ) and finite geometry correction factors 31 ), respectively. This correction is usually larger and of opposite sign (-7%) to the previous one, so that they partially compensate. The total of these two corrections to the shifted intensities varies from -9.3 to -2.3% .
A semi-logarithmic plot of the fraction of unshifted intensity for the 8 + ~ 6+, 6+ ~ 4+, 4+ + .
and ~ 2 transit~ons ~· the target-plunger distance is shown in fig. 3 . To a first approximation, the slopes of these lines are Ai/vcos8 0 , where Ai is the desired decay constant from the ith level and vcos8 0 is the average recoil velocity determined from eq. (4). · -6-
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Actually, two further corrections must be applied in the data analysis, and these were incorporated into a computer code to obtain an error-weighted least-square-fit to the data. One correction is for the feeding into the level of interest by transitions from higher-lying states. Feeding from only one higher state in the ground-band was considered in the computer program, but in the present case this is the dominant source of feeding. The amount of this feeding was determined experimentally from the intensity of the corresponding transition in the spectra, and also from the Winther-de Boer 32 · . Coulomb excitation program · ) assuming the ground~band B(E2) values to be those of a rigid-rotor (see below for justification). These two sets of feeding intensities agreed within 15% for the three transitions studied, and the lifetimes are not so sensitive (< 1% for a 50% increase in feeding) to the values taken. The other correction is for the attenuation of the angular distribution of the gamma rays because of the hyperfine field exerted on the nucleus by the unpaired electrons of the excited, recoiling ion ' ). That is, the angular distribution of gamma rays from the recoiling nuclei must be modified by the addition of attenuation coefficients, Tk such that ( 6) From the work of other investigators 34 ), it is known that in the rare earth ions this attenuation is due to a time-dependent magnetic interaction, so that ..
.. trans ions.
In Table 1 , we have listed the transitions studied, their energies in keV, the measured half-lives, values for the total conversion coefficients 3 6), Finally, it should be pointed out that the 2+-+ 0+ lifetime was not measured in this work, but is the mean value from two groups of investigators 3 7, 38 ) who determined this lifetime by direct electronic techniques. The two values are in good agreement, combining to an error of 1.3%, but in going to the B(E2) value the 2% uncertainty in the large conversion coefficient is a major factor in ·increasing the error in the transition probability to 2.5%. 
These expressions come from a first..;order band-mixing calculation, or (7) (8) alternatively; from an approximate treatment of a centrifugal-stretching model.
Since we do not know what form the deviations caused by Coriolis anti-pairing
or 4th order cranking corrections may take, we shall use eqs. (7) or (8) empirically to fit the present data, without meaning to imply that the cause of the devi~tions is stretching. The Yalues of X for both plots for ' Sm are less than 0.5. It would appear that a straight line can be passed through the data, and therefore that, to the present accuracy, eqs. (7) and (8) are appropriate.
From the expression for the intrinsic quadrupole moment of a rotor to t first order in the quadrupole deformation parameter, ~2
we can derive an alternate expression for the B(E2):
By comparing eqs. (7) and (10), we obtain the relationship (to first order in
Equation (10), and therefore also (11) , involve the assumption that these collective B(E2) values are determined only by the nuclear shape. Equation (11) allows connection of the present results with other experimental measurements of change in nuclear shape. For example, the change in the mean-square-radius, ( 
+
~ r } , of a nucleus between two states (usually the 0 ground state and the + .
first excited 2 state) can be determined from a change in the nuclear transition With the further assumptions that the nuclei are axially symmetric spheroids with a sharp boundary given by R = R
) and are.of uniform density and incompressible*, the relationship, to first order in t.
can be derived. Then through eq. (11),
As shown in (12) and (13) partially cancels this increase. It seems best to continue to use the simple expressions, if one notes these problems and that the agreement may be somewhat better than appears in table 2;
As before, B (E2) means the unperturbed value, and £ is the first-order, spin- Ma and Rasmussen 12 ) consider the same corrections explicitly (they take particle-number conservation into account in treating pairing), but as the modes ) .
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